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Cross-browser compatibility
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Source: https://blogs.windows.com/msedgedev/2015/06/17/building-a-more-interoperable-web-with-microsoft-edge/#sdSp5A4uSULsBMAM.97
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XCompatibility-Checker
A tool to detect cross-browser incompatibilities:
● Automatically, in real-time
● At any stage of development 

(from first line to last push)
● Does not require existing knowledge of 

incompatibilities
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Proposed Tool

Command line tool IDE plugin
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Evaluation
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Research Methodology

RQ2: What are the most common cross-browser incompatibilities?

RQ3: Does a recommendation system improve developers’ awareness 
of cross-browser incompatibilities?

RQ1: How often do cross-browser incompatibilities occur?
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RQ3: Post-experiment survey

Based on the technology acceptance model questionnaire [Davis ‘89]
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RQ1: What is the overall measured cross-browser 
compatibility?

● #Projects with XBC score greater than 90% threshold
○ 14 projects (36%)

● #Projects with XBC score lower than threshold
○ 24 projects (64%)
○ The median XBC score of those projects state that they are 

compatible with only 19% of current existing browsers
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RQ1: What is the overall measured cross-browser 
compatibility?

Number of incompatibilities per project 18



RQ1: What is the overall measured cross-browser 
compatibility?

Number of incompatibilities per project

Even a low number of issues may highly 
compromises projects' XBC, resulting in 19% 

overall cross-browser compatibility
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RQ2: What are the most frequent cross-browser 
incompatibility issues?
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RQ2: What are the most frequent cross-browser 
incompatibility issues?

XBC score over 95%
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RQ2: What are the most frequent cross-browser 
incompatibility issues?

Most problematic features with XBC 
scores of 19% and 37%, respectively
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RQ3: Does a recommendation system improve 
awareness?
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RQ3: Does a recommendation system improve 
awareness?
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RQ3: Does a recommendation system improve 
awareness?

Conclusion: the IDE tool results in more awareness of cross-browser incompatibilities:

● Task A:    4 - 8 (tool off)   vs. 10 - 22 (tool on)
● Task B:    1 - 8 (tool off)   vs. 13 - 14 (tool on)
● Taks C:    2 - 5 (tool off)   vs. 7 - 22   (tool on)
● Task D:    0 - 2 (tool off)   vs. 12 - 34 (tool on)
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Post-experiment survey
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RQ3: Does a recommendation system improve 
awareness?



RQ3: Does a recommendation system improve 
awareness?

“I mostly detected any incompatibilities visually”

“The code highlight is very nice, but it's not immediate to know 
where it is in the visual page”

“[manually] looking up the compatibility of every feature is tedious, 
and unlikely to happen for many developers”

“It was very easy [to use] because it directs your attention towards 
finding potential inconsistencies”
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Threats 

● Lower bound value on XBC scores
○ Usage of parsers hinder the detection of embedded code, 

e.g. javascript inside html script blocks
○ Some projects use files that could not be parsed

● Low number of participants and lack of statistical power to 
derive conclusions

● Small number of open source projects that may not reflect more 
elaborate features used by web designers in industry
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Conclusions 

● XCompatibility-checker is an IDE + command-line tool to detect 
incompatibilities

● 64% of the evaluated projects have incompatibility issues and 
roughly a XBC score of only 19%

● A recommendation system does seem to improve awareness 
of cross-browser incompatibilities

● Majority of survey responses had a favorable opinion on the 
usefulness and ease of use of the tool
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Conclusion 
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● XCompatibility-checker is an IDE + command-line tool to detect 
incompatibilities

● The tool is able to detect incompatibilities in 64% of the 
evaluated projects

● A recommendation system improves software developers' 
awareness of incompatibilities
○ Tool's feedback was fairly positive



RQ1: 14 projects (36%) without xbc issues

● Preemptive Issues
“the components do need to have some default styling and 
structure, so I’m not sure there’s anyway around including 
some BS3 styles when needed for compatibility."

ReactionCommerce GitHub issue #370
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RQ1: 24 projects (64%) with xbc issues

● Reactive Issues
"IE 9 can not select issues, does not display context menu"

Redmine defect #7954
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